Distiller of experiences…
Multicultural and
cosmopolitan, cognac is
renowned for the variety of
ways that it can be
consumed.

Each season brings new
opportunities to discover the
production secrets of our
eaux-de-vie, to visit the
intimate universe of our
cognac houses where knowhow, passion, patience and
high expectations are the
key-words!

A few pointers on cognac.
From the 13th century, wines from the vineyards of Poitou,
La Rochelle and the Angoulême area were carried by ship
to northern Europe so as to satisfy the growing demands
from Scandinavia, England and the Netherlands. From the
17th century, the wine was transformed into eaux-de-vie
and aged in oak barrels. The city of Cognac gave its name
to the resulting production and became the hub of a worldfamous business.
The production area for cognac was defined by law in 1909:
Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne, Borderies, Fins
Bois, Bons Bois et Bois Ordinaires.
The production area of AOC Cognac (Appellation d'Origine
Contrôlée Cognac) covers part of the Charente Maritime
and a large part of the Charente.
Cognac is an eau-de-vie defined by four unique
elements: the vines, double distillation, ageing and
blending.
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The largest cognac houses ensure that their guided visits include a unique cultural approach.
Every visit is different.
Go with the flow …

Bache-Gabrielsen Cognac House, based in the heart of Cognac, was founded in
1905 by the Norwegian Thomas Bache-Gabrielsen.
After being transmitted from father to son, it is now Hervé Bache-Gabrielsen, the
fourth generation, who is running the company. The brand has a bi-cultural heritage
merging the family’s deep Scandinavian roots while upholding the traditions of
Cognac. This unique foundation has helped shape the brand over many decades, as
well as defining its core values of innovation, tradition and passion.
32, Rue de Boston – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 32 07 45
website : www.bache-gabrielsen.com
Email : bache-gabrielsen@bache-gabrielsen.com

Visitors to the Château Royal de Cognac discover a storied
architectural masterpiece, inspired by the Gothic and Renaissance
periods, that is today home to Cognacs Otard. All our visits emphasise
the links, in one sole place, between the history of France and that of
Cognacs Otard.
127, Boulevard Denfert Rochereau – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 36 88 86
Website : wwwbaronotard.com
Email : infovisite@baronotard.com

New for 2018!
“Saveurs Royales”
an exclusive and authentic visit led by a wine expert that explores the affinities between flavours and thus
the magic of the marriage between gastronomy and Cognacs Otard. Tasty morsels, prepared by our chef,
will be served together with Cognacs Otard at different temperatures.

Behind the scenes of a family passion …
The only independently owned, family-run, large
Cognac house, Camus have cultivated the same
passion for exceptional cognacs since 1863, their
sole ambition being to make known the infinite
richness and soul of their “terroir”.

New for 2018 !
Today, Camus have achieved EPV status (Living
Heritage Business) for the excellence of their
craftmanship, technical innovations and
commitment to the quality of their production.29, Rue
Marguerite de Navarre – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 32 28 28
Website : www.camus.fr

* Masterpiece Collection by Cyril Camus: an
expert takes the visitor on a guided tasting of two
very rare cognacs.
* The Master Blender’s Workshop: an expert
initiates the visitor into the art of tasting cognac.
Discover the Cellar master’s world and blend
your very own XO cognac – unique and personal.

Email : camus@camus.fr
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New for 2018 !
Six generations since 1866, united by a sole passion, the Vallet
family share 150 years of history making and selling their topquality cognacs and Pineau des Charentes – from the vine to
the glass!
The family own their own vineyards and control every stage of
the production process – explore with them all their know-how
and love of “terroir”.
A new tasting area has been opened this year in the heart of the
first distillery of Château
the Vallet family.

Montifaud, the historic home of

36, Route d’Archiac – 17520 Jarnac Champagne
Tél : +33 (0)5 46 49 50 77
Website : www.chateaumontifaud.com/
Email : contact@chateau-montifaud.com

Based in Jarnac, with its impressive château of the
19th century, Courvoisier offers exclusive tours
and unique experiences.
The Museum tour will bring you to the heart of its
history, from Paris to Jarnac and describe the special
features of Courvoisier cognacs, complemented by
the discovery of an ageing cellar and tastings.
2, Place du Château – 16200 Jarnac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 35 56 16
Website : www.courvoisier.com
Email : visitescourvoisier@beamglobal.com

New for 2018 !
For a deeper experience, the Premium tour opens
the doors of the Courvoisier Château and invites you
to delve into the heart of the Courvoisier history and
passion. From the visit of unique places such as the
Paradise cellar, to tastings and sensorial experience
for a privileged moment.

A de Fussigny is more particularly an artisanal
producer with an atypical and marked identity.
An iconoclast in the world of cognacs, its
aspiration has long been to bring innovation and
novelty to the sector. This unique identity rests
on three fundamental concepts: tradition and
authenticity, novelty and innovation and an
irreproachable product quality.
11, Rue Des Gabariers – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 36 61 36
Website : www.adefussigny.com
Email : contact@adefussigny.com
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New for 2018 !
Capturing the zeitgeist, the Frapin style is truly
the epitome of cognac. Frapin own more than
240ha of exceptional vineyards in the heart of
Grande Champagne (the first growth region of
cognac) and embody with passion the great
traditions of a family that have been in the
Charente since 1270.

On the banks of the river Charente, a team of 20 is
proud to be guardian of the 250 years of history
which have built Hine.
Official sole cognac supplier to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. Hine has always produced single vintage
cognacs. The in-depth knowledge of every single
Hine eau-de-vie enables our Cellar Master to create
blends of equal magnificence with uncompromising
quality. Visiting our House is the best way to fully
graps the aromas that craft Hine.
16, Quai de l’Orangerie - 16200 Jarnac
Tel : +33 (0)5 45 35 59 59
Website : www.hine.com
Email : info@hine.fr

Frapin’s cognacs are exclusively harvested,
distilled and aged at the domain – a union of
ancestral savoir-faire and age-old techniques.
1, Rue Pierre Frapin – 16130 Segonzac
Tél : 05 45 83 40 03
Site : www.cognac-frapin.com/
Mail : info@cognac-frapin.com

For over two centuries, Hennessy, the world’s
leading Cognac Maison, has enjoyed international
standing from its base on the banks of the Charente,
in France. It offers visitors an innovative, rich learning
experience that blends history and modernity. An
invitation to discover the many sides of the brand.
Quai Hennessy – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 35 72 68
Website : www.lesvisites.hennessy.com
Email : quais@hennessy.com

*Hennessy Exception
A select guided tour where you will discover the different sides of Hennessy and unlock the secrets of its
exceptional cognacs in the eaux-de-vie cellar, or chai du Paradis. Round off the tour in a private salon, where
you will discover the ritual of refi ned cognac tasting.
*Hennessy à la carte
Step inside parts of Hennessy’s places that are usually closed to the public: a vineyard, the cooperage, a
centuries-old cellar and a distillery. Enjoy an unparalleled tasting experience and gain an insight into the
secrets of blending as a member of the Hennessy Tasting Committee.
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It was Jean Martell who founded the oldest of the great cognac
houses – during the reign of Louis XIV, in 1715. A legendary
house that, for generations, has commemorated the age-old
savoir-faire of our remarkable winemakers, distillers, coopers
and cellar-masters. Our characterful vintages invite you to
discover a unique “terroir”. Martell cognacs constitute
elegance, complexity and balance – a famously recognisable
brand signed “excellence”.
16, Avenue Paul Firino Martell - 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 36 34 98
Website : www.martell.com
Email : visites@martell.com

New for 2018 !
Craftmanship Martell
Explore Martell’s cellars and soak up the amazing heritage of our tercentennial house. The
highpoint of the visit is the “Chai Création”, a remarkable cellar normally closed to the public. Then
you will have the opportunity to bottle a Martell cognac yourselves. This highly memorable visit
ends with a tasting.

Founded in 1862, the history and savoir-faire of the house of

Fonded in 1875, Maison

Meukow, in the heart of Cognac, is recounted through a

Tiffon has kept its family

modern and innovative scenography - a guided visit that
offers initiation and tasting.

character since its origins
Cognac is tradition and the family
prefers to manage the estate in the
traditional manner. Growing their
own grapes, distilling the white
wine to make their own cognac

26, Rue Pascal Combeau – 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 82 32 10
Website : www.visitemeukow.com
Email : visite.meukow@cdgcognac.com

29 quai Île Madame - 16200 Jarnac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 36 87 00
Website : http://braastad.com/
Email : contact@cognac-tiffon.com

From the Paradise to the Cellar Master and fi nal product,
immerse yourself in a world of emotion and magic…At the
end of the tour, you will enjoy a tasting of 3 cognacs. This
pleasure can be extented with lunch at our restaurant “Chai
Meukow”. You will discover with our Chef, tailor-made recipes
based on cognac.

All year round, the House of Rémy Martin suggest you to discover its
cognacs through 14 different programs and visits.
2 “Classic Visits”, always with a tasting moment around the VSOP and
the XO accompanied by gastronomic bouchées:
Le Domaine Rémy Martin : Discover by train of the Estate where our
cognacs are created. Avenue de Gimeux - 16100 Merpins
La Maison Rémy Martin : A privileged visit of our House and the
discovery of our heritage and the secrets of our know-how.20, Rue de
la Société Vinicole- 16100 Cognac

12 ” Private Visits”: you will have an unique experience of our
cognacs through thematic and private programs from 2 hours to 1 day
long: “About Chocolate”, “The distillery, in Touzac”, “At Lunchtime”,
Introduction to Louis XIII”, …Tél : +33 (0)5 45 35 76 66
Website : http://www.visitesremymartin.com/
Email : visites.remymartin@remy-cointreau.com
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Le Pineau des
Charentes…

A few pointers on Pineau des Charentes

A legend

Each Pineau des Charentes is unique (not one, but many)
born from the winemaker’s skill and knowledge and a

This remarkable wine (an AOC) is the result of the blending
(known as mutage) of cognac with grape juice.

long aging process in oak barrels.
According to legend, during the
grape harvest when Henry IV
became king of France in 1589,
a Charentais winemaker
inadvertently poured grape must
into
a barrel containing eau de vie
and then placed the barrel in the
cellar. Some years later, the
grape harvest was particularly
abundant and he needed the
barrel in question. He was
surprised to discover a
marvellous beverage, clear and
sunlit, just like the Charentes
region.

Each Pineau des Charentes, whether, red, white or rosé, has
a unique palette of flavours influenced by the type of
grapes selected. If you like hints of red fruit (raspberries,
cherries, blackcurrants) and spices try red or rosé pineau.
White Pineau, with its notes of walnuts, dried fruit, honey or
vanilla is perfect in summer, drink it well-chilled, neat, with
ice or in a cocktail. And for a delightful and unusual
accompaniment to cheeses such as roquefort or well-aged
comté and foie
gras, try an old or very old pineau des Charentes aged for at
least 5 to 10 years in oak barrels.

This was the birth of pineau des
Charentes!

Meet the winemakers !
It’s open house at the winemakers’ where they share
their passion with visitors from all over the world! They
pass on their knowledge (harvests, ageing, distillation,
alembics) and you will be touched by the attachment
they have for their soil.
Whether you are a novice, enthusiast or
connoisseur, the experience will be unforgettable!
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The heart of an exceptional winemaking
area
Vines are a familiar part of the scenery and cover
more than 1500ha. Two favourite images: early
morning mist gradually exposing grapes on the vine
and at the end of the day, contemplating the sunset at
the horizon of these rare lands.
Charentais wine (Vin de Pays), produced in
Charente and Charente-Maritime was first made in
this remarkable setting in the days of the Roman
occupation of Gaul; today protected status (IGP)
ensures the production of quality, creative wines.
Nowadays, our proud and enthusiastic winemakers
work together, opening a new chapter in the story of
Charentais wine. Their know-how and the wide
aromatic range of the grape varieties have combined
to enable the renewal of these local wines that simply
ask to be discovered - or rediscovered.

The association Les Étapes du Cognac
animates a network of selected professionals
whose activity is related to the production of
cognac vineyards and tourism. It proposes two
programs of animations, one in summer and one in
winter, which invite the visitors to meet the
producers and to share their universe and their
know-how within the vineyard.
25, Rue de Cagouillet - 16100 Cognac
Tél : +33 (0)5 45 36 47 35
Website : www.cognacetapes.com
Email : contact@cognacetapes.com
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